THE PRE-FLOOD WORLD DVD WORKSHEET

1) “And God said, let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it __________ the __________ from the __________. And God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were __________ the firmament from the waters which were __________ the firmament, and it was so.” (Genesis 1:6-7) What is this firmament?

2) How did every green thing get watered before the Flood?

3) What is the super conductive quality of material called?

4) What two sources did God use to bring the flood waters?

5) Give two Scriptures showing there were waters under the earth.

6) Where did all the Flood waters go?

7) Fill in the blanks: “Thou didst cover it with the deep as with a garment; the waters stood above __________. At thy rebuke they fled; at the sound of thy thunder they took to flight. The mountains rose, the __________ sank down to the place which thou didst appoint for them. Thou didst set __________ which they should not pass, so that they might not again cover the earth.” Ps 104:6-9

8) List three variables that would allow people to live to be 900 years old?

9) “And unto Eber were born two sons: the name of one was Peleg; for in his days was the earth divided; and his brother’s name was Joktan” (Genesis 10:25). What is this division describing and when?

10) How old was Adam when he died?
11) Compared to people who live near the equator, people near the poles will live __________.

12) What is significant about the teeth of Neandertal?

13) Did the ice-age really exist? If so, how long ago?

14) What caused the ice-age?

15) What volcano caused two years without summer?

16) How much ice have we seen accumulate in 48 years? How deep are the deepest ice cores drilled today? How do these ice cores show the earth to be young?

17) What is the best setting for a hyperbaric chamber?

18) What is England doing with hyperbaric chambers?

19) How tall has a cherry tomato plant gotten?

20) How does Dr. Eugenia Scott thinks coal formed? What is the Biblical explanation?

21) How long does it take fossils to form? Give two examples to show this.

22) What do polystratate fossils, like the whale, show about burial and the accumulation of the earth’s layers?

23) List three secular views of what happened to the dinosaurs.

24) What did Nebraska man turn out to be?

25) What is significant about Lucy’s knee joint?

26) Dinosaur’s having a small rib cage suggests what about the rest of their body?

27) How big was the nostril of most large dinosaurs?

28) How could the Pterontadon fly with such a large wingspan yet with such small legs?

29) What do the valves in the neck of the giraffe do?

30) Give two chapters of the Bible that talk about dinosaurs? What are their names?

31) Is the word dinosaur in the Bible? Why or why not?

32) Why isn’t behemoth an elephant?
33) What does the bombardier beetle do to make it unique?

34) How does the bombardier beetle fit with dinosaurs?

35) Did dinosaurs go on Noah’s Ark? How could they fit?

36) How many sheep could go on Noah’s Ark? How much of the Ark would have been filled with animals during the Flood?

37) What does an animal having sharp teeth mean?

38) What happens in the genetics so that there are big dogs and little dogs?

39) What did Marco Polo say about dragons? Alexander the Great?

40) What Christian man killed a dragon in 275 AD?

41) What was found with the 500 million year old trilobite?

42) How tall were cat-tails in the fossil record?

43) How tall was Maximinus?

44) “The _______ _______ married the daughters of men and _________ roamed the earth” Gen 6:3-4

45) What did Tubal Cain make?

46) If I was found riding a dinosaur in the fossil record, how would it be explained away?

47) According to the electromagnetic field, the earth can’t even be how old?

48) What does the Smithsonian say the airplane like models are?

49) What does the *Oklahoma State Medical Journal* January 1990 Volume 83 say about electrical shock?

50) “If you tell a ______ long enough, ______ enough and ________ enough, the people will ________ it.”
THE PRE-FLOOD WORLD DVD WORKSHEET

ANSWER KEY

1) Divide, waters, waters, under, above. The firmament was a water canopy of either ice, liquid or vapor.
2) Genesis 2:5-6 shows the waters came from under ground artesian wells.
3) Mysner affect.
4) The firmament came down and the waters underneath the ground came up.
6) Into our present oceans and lakes
7) The mountains, the valleys, a boundary
8) Solar radiation less before flood, gene pool purer before the flood, more oxygen and air pressure
9) Probably a population division after the tower of Babel during the ice-age.
10) 930
11) longer
12) wear on the teeth suggest the children were actually adults
13) Yes, anywhere from 4300-4500 years ago.
14) Volcanic gases causing colder climates
15) Tambora in 1815
16) 263 ft, 10,000 ft., 10,000 ft of ice divided by the 5.5 ft (observed rate of ice accumulation) plus allowing for compression rates puts the ice age as occurring about 4400 years ago. Perfectly in line with Noah’s Flood ending.
17) 25-28% Oxygen and twice the pressure.
18) 6000 Multiple Sclerosis patients are now being treated.
19) 40 ft.
20) Year upon year the vegetation grew and died until millions of years of accumulations were buried and compressed into coal. The Bible record’s Noah’s Flood that would bring vast amounts of vegetation to general locations and deposit it. It would then get buried by Flood sediments or covered by a continent.
21) Less than 50 years. Fossilized felt hat, flour sack or cowboy leg.
22) Polystrate fossils show things were buried rapidly. Animals and trees can’t remain unburied without rotting or being scavenged.
23) Climate too warm, plant that caused constipation, mammals ate reptile eggs, starved, meteor, turned into birds.
24) Pig’s tooth
25) Knee supposedly showed it walked upright, however, it was found 200 feet deeper and 1 ½ miles away from the rest of the bones.
26) They had a small lung and small heart.
27) Nostril the size of a horse.
28) More air pressure.
29) Keeps blood from pumping to the head when it bends over so it doesn’t blow its brains out.
30) Job 40, Job 41, Behemoth, Leviathan.
31) Word wasn’t invented in 1611, the year the Bible was translated into English.
32) An elephant has a small tail.
33) Shoots a noxious gas at 212 degrees out its back end.
34) Dinosaurs have similar body structures that could have allowed them to blow fire like Job 41 says.
35) Yes, most dinosaurs were small and the Ark was a very big boat.
36) 522 railroad cars with 240 sheep each. 60% filled with animals.
37) Nothing but that it has sharp teeth.
38) Rearranging or losing genetic information.
39) The emperor raised dragons, Alexander’s soldiers killed a dragon.
40) St George.
41) Acrocanthosaurus, saber-tooth tiger and human footprints.
42) 60 ft.
43) 8’ 6”
44) Sons of God, giants
45) Bronze and iron tools
46) Fell down a cave or redeposited evidence.
47) 100,000
48) Stylized insects.
49) Cures venomous bites and stings of all kinds.
50) Lie, loud, often, believe.